Books that highlight relationships with physical and/or non-physical abuse.

A young housewife in South Korea begins to exhibit the spirits of her female ancestors, forcing her family to question the roots of her behavior and examine the role of sexism, gender discrimination, and patriarchy in society.

Adult Fic Moriarty Moriarty, Liane. *Big Little Lies.*
A suspicious death in suburban Sydney forces a group of mothers to confront secrets and lies about their intimate partners and family violence.

By all appearances, a wealthy couple has the ideal marriage but is it possible for a relationship to be that perfect?

Adult Fic Stevens Stevens, Chevy. *Never Let You Go.*
Years after leaving her abusive husband and taking their daughter, a woman starts to believe that her past is catching up with her.

Adult Fic Yanagihara Yanagihara, Hanya. *A Little Life.*
Four friends reflect on their lives and experiences with addiction, childhood trauma, and intimate partner violence.

Titles that describe real-life experiences of violence and/or educate readers about the impact of domestic abuse.

An evaluation of male domestic violence offenders and ways that female victims can safely leave the cycle of violence.

Adult Non-Fic 331.48164 Land La / B Land La Land, Stephanie. *Maid: Hard Work, Low Pay, and a Mother’s Will to Survive.*
This single mother’s memoir highlights significant moments in her life as a maid in poverty and a survivor of domestic violence.

Adult Non-Fic 362.8292 Sn Snyder, Rachel Louise. *No Visible Bruises: What We Don’t Know About Domestic Violence Can Kill Us.*
An in-depth review into how domestic violence affects victims and their loved ones and examination of the impact of intergenerational trauma.

Adult Non-Fic 270.092 We / B Westover We Westover, Tara *Educated: A Memoir.*
Raised by survivalist extremists in rural Idaho, Tara Westover grows up in an environment surrounded by family abuse.
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